ABSTRACT This paper reports a dual-polarized frequency-selective rasorber that has a transmission window with low insertion loss and two absorption bands at both sides of the passband. Equivalent circuit and simple design guidelines for rasorber design are further developed. First, the notch structure with high Q is used to make the absorber realize the notch characteristic. Then, a frequency selective surface is utilized to replace the ground of the absorber. Note that the center frequency of the passband is consistent with the notch frequency. Therefore, the incident power is allowed to penetrate the proposed rasorber with a low insertion loss and transmissive behavior of the proposed rasorber is realized by this way. In addition, it is found that the main transmission band and lower absorption bands almost maintain stable performances in the angular range of 0 • to 35 • , while the upper absorption bands get slightly worse as angular range increases for both the TE and TM incidences. A rasorber prototype has been fabricated to experimentally validate the principle and design approach. The measurements agree reasonably with the simulated ones. Finally, a broadband and high-selectivity rasorber is achieved simultaneously.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-spectrum stealth plays a crucial role in the competition of military industry. In the past, frequency selective surface (FSS) has been widely applied in antenna systems to minimize backward scattering and reduce the mono-static radar cross section (RCS) [1] - [6] . The detection power is reflected to other directions and would not influence the communication performance. However, it is only effective in mono-static scenarios. For now, multi-static radar system is applied in the modern military detection technologies [7] - [9] . The out-of-band incident waves which are reflected to other directions by the FSS could be detected by multi-static radar system. That's to say, the out-of-band reflected waves could increase the bistatic RCS if the bandpass FSS is applied directly to the radome. Furthermore, the redundant signals could decrease the signal noise ratio (SNR) of the communication systems. In order to reduce the reflection in the stopband, rasorber (a combination of the terms ''radome'' and ''absorber'') has been introduced and attracted a lot of interest recently [10] - [20] . The in-band signal is transmitted through the rasorber with low insertion loss. Meanwhile, the out-of-band signal is substantially absorbed. Therefore, in order to improve military competitiveness, design a rasorber with an absorption-transmission-absorption response is quite essential.
There are three-dimensional (3-D) [10] - [14] and twodimensional (2-D) rasorbers [15] - [20] until now. The 3-D rasorber could easily achieve high selectivity and angular-stable performance. Nevertheless, this kind of rasorber suffers from a complicated fabrication and high cost. Thus, 2-D rasorber using printed circuit board technology is studied in this paper. Lossy cross-frame elements and doublesquare loops are used to construct the rasorber in [15] . Two absorption bands are obtained at the two sides of one passband. When the cell size of rasorber is reduced, the stability of the angular response could be improved. However, it can be observed that the transmission coefficients of the Rasorber III is only around −10 dB in the absorption bands, which could not guarantee excellent absorptive performance. In [16] , an absorptive frequency-selective rasorber is presented based on a lossy layer with square-loop hybrid resonator. The parallel resonance provided by the hybrid resonator is utilized to bypass the lossy path and provide the transmission path. However, the insertion loss becomes large as the oblique incident angle of the incident wave increases. Meanwhile, the 3-dB transmission band is decreased when the angle is improved from 0 • to 10 • . In [17] , the accomplished rasorber is composed of dipole-like and slot arrays. In every unit cell, each pair of dipole-like elements connected by vias is printed on the two sides of the substrate. A resistor with 150 is inserted into the gap of dipoles at the front side to connect two pairs of dipoles. Only one resistor is used in each unit cell, thus avoiding costly structures. Nevertheless, there is only an absorption band below the passband.
To sum up, the aim of this work is to design an excellent rasorber which has a passband with low insertion loss, and two wide absorption bands. Additionally, the proposed rasorber should be insensitive to the polarization of the incoming wave. Meanwhile, the performance should be stable under large oblique incident angle. In this paper, notch structure with high Q is designed to make the absorber realize the notch characteristic. To construct the rasorber, a FSS is utilized to replace the ground of the absorber. Note that the center frequency of the passband is consistent with the notch frequency. Thus, the rasorber is transparent to electromagnetic waves at passband. Both the absorber and FSS adopt ring resonator as the result of its immunity to electromagnetic polarization. Different from the complex equivalent circuit model [18] , [19] , simple design guidelines for the proposed rasorber design are provided in the following section.
II. DESIGN GUIDELINES OF THE PROPOSED RASORBER
The configuration of the proposed rasorber, enlarged top and bottom structures of the upper substrate are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The rasorber is constructed on a stacked two-layer printed circuit board with an air gap. Substrate 1 (Sub 1) and substrate 2 (Sub 2) are both Rogers 4350 with relative permittivity constant of 3.66, thickness of 30 mil and dielectric loss of 0.004. The top layer of the Sub 1 consists of a circular ring resonator connected by four metallic strips (Resonator 1) and a small ring resonator embedded cross structure (Resonator 2). Note that resistors are soldered between these metallic strips in Resonator 1 to provide absorption feature at certain frequencies. The value of the resistor is set to 340 in this study. The bottom layer of the Sub 1 is a ring resonator connected four metallic circular patches using rectangular 
strips (Resonator 3)
. The top layer of the Sub 2 is made of a square metal embedded a ring gap, which is the proposed FSS unit cell. Resonator 1, 2, 3 and ring gap in the top layer of the Sub 2 are all ring structures. This is because the ring resonator is a good choice to generate a pair of degenerate modes that have the identical resonant frequencies but orthogonal field distribution [20] . Therefore, the ring resonator is insensitive to the polarization of the incoming wave. It benefits the design of the proposed double-polarization frequencyselective rasorber. The resonator 1, 2, Sub 1 and Sub 2 could form a wideband absorber when there is no ring gap on the top layer of the Sub 2.
To explain the operating mechanism of the proposed rasorber, equivalent circuit is studied and shown in Fig. 2 . The equivalent circuit of the proposed rasorber which is composed of lossy layer, air spacer, and lossless layer. Z 0 is the characteristic impedance of the free space. Z a and Z b represent the equivalent impedances of the resistive layer and lossless bandpass FSS, respectively. The metallic strips of resonator 1 could be modeled as an inductance L 0 . Resistors could be represented as R. Resonator 2 is a small ring resonator embedded cross structure. The introduction of the resonator 2 only improves the impedance matching and does not introduce new resonant points (described in the next part). Therefore, the circular ring resonator of the resonator 1 and resonator 2 could be modeled as parallel circuit (L 1 , C 1 ). The notch resonator (Resonator 3) and FSS can be equivalent to the parallel circui (L 2 , C 2 ) and (L 3 , C 3 ), respectively. The spacer in our design is air layer. And we want the proposed rasorber to have a passband near 5.65 GHz. Hence, a transmission line of quarter-wavelength at 5.65 GHz is employed (The length of the transmission line is denoted by H). The design process will be discussed in the following section. Fig. 3 depicts the design steps of the proposed rasorber. Figs. 4-6 are the corresponding simulated scattering parameters. It is only a conventional absorber when there is only resonator 1, namely step 1. When the incident wave is TE polarized wave, from the Fig. 4 , the impedance matching of the absorber is good in the low frequency band while the impedance matching is poor in the high frequency band at this step. Then, to improve the impedance within the whole operating frequency band, resonator 2 is introduced in step 2. It is found that there are two resonant frequencies at 3.95 and 6.5 GHz, respectively. The wideband absorber is achieved due to the two resonances are quite close. All energy is absorbed within the frequency band from 2.9 to 7.35 GHz. We also simulate the equivalent circuit of the proposed absorber in ADS (change C 2 , L 2 , C 3 , L 3 in Fig. 2 to short circuit). It is also found that the proposed absorber has two resonant frequencies (f 1 and f 3 ) from the equivalent circuit. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the causes of the two resonances. By simulation, it is found that the lower resonance f 1 is caused by the resistor R, inductance L 1 , capacitance C 1 , and short-circuit transmission line. The existence of metal ground in the second layer is the reason of short-circuit transmission line. In this case, only the lower resonance f 1 appears. While the higher resonance f 3 is introduced by resistor R, inductance L 0 , and short-circuit transmission line. In this case, only the higher resonance f 3 appears. Therefore, the input impedance of the two resonant frequencies (f 1 and f 3 ) can be derived from the following equations:
The sign // means parallel condition. The length of the transmission line is fixed, thus βl is known. By making the imaginary parts of Z f 1 and Z f 3 equal to 0, resonance condition could be achieved by this way. The equation for w 1 and w 3 can be extracted (not shown here for brevity). Meanwhile, the resonant frequency could be obtained by f 1 = w 1 /2π and f 3 = w 3 /2π.
To make the proposed rasorber have a transmission response near two absorption bands, part of the energy cannot be absorbed within the operating band of the proposed absorber. This part of energy should be reflected due to the presence of metal plate above Sub 2. Hence, resonator 3 is added on the bottom of Sub 1 as the notch structure, called step 3. From Fig. 4 , it is observed that the energy is reflected at 5.65 GHz due to the impedance anomaly. The three resonators are coupled to each other, so the resonance frequencies are shifted slightly.
Meanwhile, the equivalent circuit of the proposed absorber with notch resonator is simulated in ADS (only change C 3 , L 3 in Fig. 2 to short circuit) . There is an impedance anomaly as well. Hence, the notch frequency could be tuned by changing the values of L 2 and C 2 . The resonance of notch resonator is caused by parallel circuit (L 2 , C 2 ) and short-circuit transmission line with quarter-wavelength at 5.65 GHz. Note that input impedance of short-circuit transmission line with quarter-wavelength is infinite. Therefore, it cannot affect the resonant frequency of notch resonator because it is in parallel with inductance L 2 and capacitance C 2 . Therefore, the parallel resonance frequency of notch resonator could be expressed as:
Then, |S 11 | of the proposed absorber with notch resonator is investigated when the value of R 3 is different. From the Fig. 5 , it is observed that the notch frequency in the proposed design could be tuned easily and independently by the changing the dimensions of resonator 3. Note that only the influence of R 3 on reflection coefficient is shown in this paper for brevity. Meanwhile, the whole impedance characteristic of the proposed absorber would not be changed obviously.
Bandpass FSS is designed in step 4, which can be found in Fig. 3 . Note that substrate of first layer could be taken into account when simulating the bandpass FSS. Fig. 6 presents the simulated scattering parameters of the FSS comparing with the reflection coefficient of the absorber in step 3. It is exhibited that the resonant frequency of FSS is the same as the notch frequency of the proposed absorber.
The equivalent circuit of the proposed bandpass FSS is simulated in ADS (only transmission line, C 3 and L 3 in Fig. 2 ). The resonance of bandpass FSS is caused by parallel circuit (L 3 , C 3 ) and transmission line with quarterwavelength at 5.65 GHz. The transmission line has no influence on the resonance of FSS. Thus, the parallel resonance frequency of the proposed bandpass FSS could be expressed as:
The resonant frequency of FSS should be equal to that of the notch resonator, so that the rasorber could be transparent at the transmission band. Up to now, all three resonant frequencies ( f 1 , f 2 and f 3 ) can be deduced theoretically. It should be mentioned that the equivalent circuit of the proposed absorber should have a small value of Q. By this way, a wideband feature could be realized. In addition, the equivalent circuit of the notch resonator and FSS should have a high Q to achieve high selectivity. The notch frequency originally reflected in step 3 could pass through the FSS when the proposed absorber and the FSS are combined together. Fig. 7(a) illustrates the simulated scattering parameters of the proposed rasorber under the VOLUME 7, 2019 The transmission window is generated around 5.7 GHz with 0.48 dB insertion loss. Fractional bandwidth for this passband with less than 3 dB insertion loss is 7.8% from 5.43 to 5.87 GHz. |S 21 | − 3 dB represents that these part of energy could pass through the proposed rasorber. While the rest of the energy (|S 11 | − 10 dB & |S 21 | − 3 dB) could be absorbed by the proposed rasorber. The percentage of absorbed energy by the rasorber could be calculated as follows: Absorption rate = 1 − |S 21 | 2 -|S 11 | 2 . Hence, absorption spectrums both in the case of TE and TM polarizations are plotted in Fig. 7(b) . The frequency band for the absorption rate larger than 80% is from 2.6 to 5.25 GHz and 6.05 to 8.5 GHz. Meanwhile, the absorption rate is 9.3% (14.9%) at the 5.65 GHz (5.75 GHz), which also guarantees a stable passband with low insertion loss. Note that all the above values are obtained under the condition of TE incidence. The values obtained by TM incidence are almost identical to those of TE incidence, so that they are not described in detail for the sake of brevity.
To further clarify the working mechanism, spatial electric field of the proposed rasorber on YOZ plane under the normal incidence is provided in Fig. 8 . The cross section passes through the center of the proposed rasorber. The electric fields at three special frequencies are examined. From  Fig. 8 , it is known that 5.75 GHz is a frequency in the passband. 4.25 GHz (7.25 GHz) is a frequency within the absorption band below (above) the passband. It is found that energy is mainly bound to the upper substrate (Sub 1) at 4.25 and 7.25 GHz at different times in a cycle. Little energy can pass through the lower substrate (Sub 2). It is demonstrated that the proposed rasorber has excellent absorbing performance at these two frequency points. On the contrary, energy can pass through Sub 1 and Sub 2 easily. Just like FIGURE 8. Spatial electric field distribution of the proposed rasorber under the normal incidence on YOZ plane. the proposed rasorber is transparent. Thus, good transmission performance could be proved at 5.75 GHz. It should be mentioned that the spatial electric field of the proposed rasorber on XOZ plane is the same as that on YOZ plane. This is because the proposed rasorber is symmetric.
The oblique property for TE and TM polarizations is investigated and displayed in Figs. 9(a-d) . As can be seen from Figs. 9(a-b) , the transmission characteristics are stable when the incident angle changes from 0 • to 35 • . The reflection characteristics are stable in the lower frequency band with the incident angle ranging from 0 • to 35 • both in the case of TE and TM polarizations. As shown in Figs. 9(c-d) , the absorption performance under oblique incidence is stable at low frequency and the absorption rate decreases with an increasing incident angle at high frequency VOLUME 7, 2019 for TE polarization. For TM polarization, the absorption rate decreases both at low and high frequency. Meanwhile, the passband is consistently located at 5.65 GHz with low insertion loss under all these scenarios. That is to say, a stable passband with low insertion loss could be maintained in the angular range from 0 • to 35 • for both TE and TM incidences. Furthermore, the absorption intensity is insensitive to the small increase of the incident angle. The transmission, reflection and absorption characteristic are almost the same when the incident angle is range from −35 • to 0 • . Thus, the data and picture are not shown in this case. Now, the design steps of the proposed rasorber could be generally summarized as following:
Step 1: Design a conventional absorber. In order to broaden the bandwidth of absorber, its equivalent circuit should have a small value of Q.
Step 2: The resonator 2 in the proposed design is used to improve the impedance matching (if the impedance matching is excellent, this step could be omitted).
Step 3: Design a notch resonator, which could make the absorber has excellent notch feature within the operating frequency range. The equivalent circuit of notch resonator should have a high Q to achieve high selectivity.
Step 4: Design a bandpass FSS whose resonant frequency should be equal to the notch frequency of the absorber. The dimension of the frequency selective surface should be the same or an integer multiple of absorber.
Step 5: Replace the ground of the absorber to the bandpass FSS. Then, optimize the parameters of rasorber.
III. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS
A rasorber prototype with 9×9 unit cells is fabricated and measured for verification. The photograph of the prototype is presented in Fig. 10 . The scattering parameters of this fabricated rasorber are measured by using a Vector Network Analyzer (Agilent E5071C) and two horn antennas.
Simulated and measured scattering parameters and absorption rate under normal incidence are depicted in Figs. 10(a-c) . Obviously, a transparent window is obtained within two absorption bands. For the case of TE polarization, measured 10-dB impedance bandwidth exceeds 2.85 to 8.5 GHz, and the minimum insertion loss is 0.48 dB at 5.7 GHz. While for the case of TM polarization, the bandwidth of reflection coefficient less than −10 dB is beyond from 3.05 to 8.5 GHz, and the insertion loss in 0.63 dB at 5.45 GHz. Excellent absorption performance of the proposed rasorber can be found in Fig. 10(c) . All measured results are coincident with the simulated ones. The slight discrepancies between the simulated and measured results are created due to the effects of soldering, and errors in fabrication. Finally, a dual-polarized rasorber with low insertion loss, absorption-transmissionabsorption performance is achieved. To highlight the advantages of the proposed rasorber, performance comparisons between the proposed rasorber and other designs in the previous literature are provided in TABLE 2.
IV. CONCLUSION
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